In order to examine the presence or absence of surface band bending using the PES technique, it is necessary to measure the VBM to surface Fermi level energy separation (i.e., E V -E F ). A downward band bending can be inferred if the surface E F lies much higher in energy above the CBM than the bulk E F . In contrast, under flat surface band conditions, the measured surface E V -E F should be very close to the bulk value (~E g for the present n-type InN case). In Fig. 2(b) , the binding energy scale is relative to the Fermi level, which was calibrated with the Fermi edge of a clean Au reference sample placed on the same holder and was checked immediately before or after the μ-PES is common to be used as an "internal" reference because of its small intrinsic line width. The second material parameter which we can utilize is the E In 4d -E V constant
[shown in Fig. 2(b) ]. By using this material parameter, after locating the position of surface EF, the energy separation of E V -E F can be derived from the binding energy of In 4d core level relative to E F .
In our study, an ultrathin (~6 ML) Au layer was deposited by a carefully calibrated electron-beam evaporator onto the cleaved a-plane surfaces. The Au film morphology was checked by SEM to be very smooth. as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a) . Compared to the ascleaved case, the measured E V -E F value on the cleaved InN surface covered with an ultrathin Au layer is basically identical within our energy resolution, indicating that the Au overlayer does not induce significant surface band bending.
In Fig. 3(b) , we illustrate the key difference between the cleaved and growth surfaces of InN using PES data obtained on the same sample (-c-vs. a-face, see Fig. 1 ).
For this measurement, the growth surface was partially coated with a Au overlayer through a shadow mask. By 
